
POLICE COMMITTEE MINUTES 
 

Meeting Date: 6/29/2021 
Time: 9:00 am 
Attendees: Shana Dague, Lydia Sackett, Melissa Bandell, Detective Brian Fitzsimons, Chief Stroik, Nicole 
Aimone from Valley Sentinel 
Subject: Disposition of Complaint Against Chief Stroik 
 
Notes: 
1. Committee reviewed complaint submitted by Lanessa Goforth. 
2. Committee was briefed by Detective Fitzsimons on his investigation of the complaint. Chief Stroik had 
3 contacts.  
a. House contact was not initiated by Stroik; he was just there and was not in control. There was no 
evidence of wrongdoing.  
b. THC contact was not initiated by Stroik. During the detective interview, Goforth admitted being 
around people using THC and that she smelled like it. The detective said he would have handled that 
interaction the same way. 
c. Failure to stop at stop sign. This interaction was initiated by Stroik. Detective said that court is the 
proper place to debate the infractions. Goforth is aware and agrees. The detective also said that Goforth 
was triggered by Stroik’s presence during the interaction. The detective also said there is no evidence of 
wrongdoing by Stroik. The detective said this is an opportunity for police training and recommended 
implicit bias training with instruction on policing in diverse communities. He recommends this training 
for all police officers, not just Village of Arena. 
3. The detective also looked at data that was available for Stroik. The data does not have race listed for 
every person that Stroik has interacted with. However, there is no evidence of racial targeting in the 
data that was available. 
4. The committee reviewed the video from the 5/26/2021 traffic stop. The detective provided his 
observations as the committee viewed the footage. 
a. During the interaction, Goforth believed her prior THC interaction with Stroik was in the newspaper as 
drunk driving. The THC interaction was not in the newspaper. 
b. Goforth was pulled over for failure to stop at a stop sign. 
c. During the interaction Stroik notes that Goforth’s kids were not in car seats but should be. Go forth 
admitted she didn’t have car seats. Later Stroik offered resources to obtain the needed car seats. 
d. Multiple times during the interaction Goforth called Stroik the KKK or said he was part of it. 
e. At the beginning if the interaction, Goforth had her car door open. Later Goforth got out if her vehicle. 
The detective said this is not typical behavior. 
f. The traffic stop was approximately 14 minutes in duration. In the detective’s experience this is not 
unreasonable. Goforth’s interruptions extended the time for the interaction. 
g. Goforth did not have proof of insurance. Later in interaction Stroik offered advice on how to get 
insurance charge reduced. 
h. Detective noted that Goforth was confrontational and Stroik went into “robot mode.” In his opinion 
Stroik didn’t do anything wrong and handled situation well. 
 
Ultimate Disposition: No action needed as there is no evidence of wrongdoing by Chief Stroik. Chair of 
police committee emailed Goforth. 
 


